Abstract-Soft magnetic composite (SMC) materials are particularly suitable for construction of electrical machines with complex structure and 3D magnetic flux. For design and analysis of such 3D flux machines, 3D magnetic properties of the magnetic materials should be properly determined, modeled and applied for calculating the magnetic field distribution, parameters and performance. This paper presents the 3D magnetic property measurement and determination of 3D reluctivity tensor of SMC. The reluctivity tensor is a key factor for the numerical analysis of magnetic field in a 3D flux SMC motor.
I. INTRODUCTION SMC materials possess a number of unique properties such as 3D magnetic isotropy, very low eddy current loss, and prospect of very low cost mass production of electromagnetic devices. Their application in electrical machines has attracted strong research interest in the past decade [1] . Typical examples are rotating machines with complex structures and 3D magnetic flux, such as claw pole and transverse flux motors [2] . In such 3D flux machines, when the rotor rotates, the B (flux density) locus at a certain location can be very complicated. It can be an alternating, circularly or elliptically rotating within a 2D plane which may not be parallel to any coordinate axis, or even an irregular loop in a 3D space, all with or without harmonics [3] . Therefore, the magnetic properties of SMC under different 3D vector magnetization patterns should be investigated and properly incorporated in the design and analysis of electrical machines. This paper reports our work about the determination of 3D reluctivity tensor of SMC based on measured 3D magnetic properties.
II. 3D MAGNETIC PROPERTY MEASUREMENT To understand and account for the effects of 3D B patterns on motor parameters and performance, a 3D magnetic property testing system has been built at the University of Technology, Sydney [3] , as shown in Fig.1 . Three groups of computer controlled excitation coils are employed to generate various B patterns in 3D space. Fig.2 illustrates a 3D locus of the B vector tip forming a spherical surface. In the traditional field analysis, because of the limitation of magnetic testing, only the diagonal elements, determined from the measurements with alternating fields in three orthogonal directions, are incorporated, and the off-diagonal terms of the tensor are assumed as zero. However, with a rotating flux, the tensor is a full matrix [4] . Fig.3 shows the measured reluctivity against the magnitude of a circularly rotating flux density in a cubic SMC sample cut from a cylindrical preform. It is shown that the Y-axis is an easy direction although the SMC material is claimed as 3D isotropic. This may be caused by the different mass density along different axes. The magnetic reluctivity tensor can be incorporated in the FEA of quasi-static magnetic field of SMC motors as
where A is the magnetic vector potential, J s the current density and can be zero since SMC has little eddy current.
